Do you need access to legacy, proprietary, office and web
applications? Are you using a private, a hybrid or a public
cloud? Awingu does it all, wherever you are and whichever

In such a complex world, why make work more difficult than it

device you are using: PC, Mac, tablet, smartphone or

should be? Choose a workspace that is completely in line with

Chromebook. You just need a browser. That’s all.

the new ways of working and collaborating: any time, any place
and on any device.

We offer all your applications and files in one workspace

Unlike any other solution in the market, Awingu offers simple,
reliable, secure and worry-free access to all your files and
applications: all this without any client software installation.

Simplicity²

Always on

Just like you, we like to keep things simple. For your users and

These are connected times. So why keep your workspaces

your IT team.

local? Awingu has a true `digital native’ vision on working. We
use the web. This means there is no client software installation,

The very same connected, uniform and intuitive portal allows

no maintenance or no configuration. And it enables geo-

your users to navigate between all their files and applications.

localisation and superb video-viewing quality. This is how the

They can easily switch and share sessions between devices and

connected generation wants to work: nimble, fast and easy.

colleagues. Working on the move and collaborating was never
this easy.
Your IT team will enjoy Awingu’s simple approach just as much:

Safety first

it is the only all-access workspace that can be deployed outof-the-box in just 1 day. It is simple to manage, maintain and

Awingu keeps everything safe where you want it: SSL-

control. It has an intuitive admin console, offering extensive

encrypted, password protected, controlled and auditable.

usage insights and auditing tools. Managing full access

The choice is yours to use your device merely as a portal and

workspaces was never this easy.

avoid any data footprint on the client device itself. That way,
confidential data and high-value intellectual property is available
anywhere while being kept safe inside the company. No more IT
security nightmares, ever.

All access

Simple

Any file

One solution
Easy to use

Any application

Easy to deploy

Any device

Easy to maintain

On any Operating System

Easy to share

On any browser

Simple licensing

On any type of cloud

Secure

Web-Based

No local file footprint

No client or agent

No theft of intellectual property

No configuration

No breach of confidentiality

No local application footprint

Managed environment

Geo-localisation

Session auditing

Local printing
Optimized video streaming

Workspace
Aggregator

Leaping to a new
company culture

Awingu enables

In the ‘New World of Work’ (NWOW) culture, today’s

Awingu leads the way to a new working approach, driven

professionals prefer to use their own devices, without

by fluent information sharing, close collaboration and

being restricted by old office IT policies. They are highly

mobility. When the gap between your architecture and the

mobile. They want to be able to work from anywhere. They

cloud seems too wide, Awingu helps you take the first step.

expect access to all their files and applications. On top of

When it is time for a PC refresh cycle, Awingu allows you to

that, the increasing use of contractor workforces creates the

save costs while switching to a new generation of cutting-

need for a fast and smooth on-boarding while keeping costs

edge, lightweight and user-friendlier client devices.

and liabilities under control.
Awingu has a smart, simple and safe answer to all of

Offering a new and fresh perspective on workspaces,

these challenges: from evolving to a NWOW to facilitating

Awingu is more than just a tool. We enable one

Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) policies in a secure and

workspace, anywhere, on any device.

manageable way.
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